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Abstract—The Future Internet will be a complex interconnection of services, applications, content and media, on which our society will become increasingly dependent. Time to market is crucial in Internet applications and hence release cycles grow ever shorter. This, coupled with the highly dynamic nature of the Future Internet will place new demands on software testing.

Search–Based Testing is ideally placed to address these emerging challenges. Its techniques are highly flexible and robust to only partially observable systems. This paper presents an overview of Search–Based Testing and discusses some of the open challenges remaining to make search–based techniques applicable to the Future Internet.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Future Internet (FI) applications testing will need to be continuous, post-release testing since the application under test does not remain fixed after its initial release. Services and components could be dynamically added by customers and the intended use of an application could change. Therefore, testing has to be performed continuously, even after an application has been deployed to the customer. The overall aim of the European Funded FITTEST project1 (ICT-257574) is to develop and evaluate an integrated environment for continuous automated testing, which can monitor a FI application and adapt itself to the dynamic changes observed.

The underlying engine of the FITTEST environment, which will enable automated testing and cope with FI testing challenges like dynamism, self-adaptation and partial observability, will be based on Search–Based Testing (SBT).

The impossibility of anticipating all possible behaviours of FI applications suggests a prominent role for SBT techniques, because they rely on very few assumptions about the underlying problem they are attempting to solve. In addition, stochastic optimisation and search techniques are adaptive and therefore able to modify their behaviour when faced with new unforeseen situations. These two properties - freedom from limiting assumptions and inherent adaptiveness - make SBT approaches ideal for handling FI applications testing.

Since SBT is unfettered by human bias, misguided assumptions and misconceptions about possible ways in which components of a system may combine are avoided. SBT also avoids the pitfalls that are found with a humans' innate inability to predict what lies beyond their conceivable expectations and imagination. However, FI applications give users increasingly more power and flexibility in shaping an application, thus placing exactly these requirements on a human tester.

Past research has shown that SBT is suitable for several types of testing, including functional [55] and non–functional [42] testing, mutation testing [10], regression testing [60], test case prioritization [52], interaction testing [12] and structural testing [20], [25], [28], [32], [41], [43], [54]. The relative maturity of SBT means it will provide a robust foundation upon which to build FI testing techniques. However, despite the vast body of previous and ongoing work in SBT, many research topics remain unsolved. Most of them are outside the scope of the FITTEST project and so the aim of this paper is to draw attention to open challenges in SBT in order to inspire researchers and raise interest in this field.

We have divided the research topics into four categories: Theoretical Foundations, Search Technique Improvements, New Testing Objectives and Tool Environment/Testing Infrastructure.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides background information about SBT. Section III highlights the need for research into the theoretical foundations of SBT, before going on to list areas in which SBT may also be improved in the future in section IV. Testing objectives that remain as yet unsolved in the literature are listed in section V. Section VI presents an overview of the demands placed on tools implementing SBT techniques, before section VII concludes.

1http://www.facebook.com/FITTESTproject
II. SEARCH–BASED TESTING

Search–Based Testing uses meta-heuristic algorithms to automate the generation of test inputs that meet a test adequacy criterion. Many algorithms have been considered in the past, including Parallel Evolutionary Algorithms [2], Evolution Strategies [1], Estimation of Distribution Algorithms [48], Scatter Search [11], Particle Swarm Optimization [57], Tabu Search [13] and the Alternating Variable Method [29]. However, by far the most popular search techniques used in SBT belong to the family of Evolutionary Algorithms in what is known as Evolutionary Testing [22], [56], [55], [39].

Evolutionary Algorithms represent a class of adaptive search techniques based on natural genetics and Darwin’s theory of evolution [17], [26]. They are characterized by an iterative procedure that works in parallel on a number of potential solutions to a problem. Figure 1 shows the cycle of an Evolutionary Algorithm when used in the context of Evolutionary Testing.

First, a population of possible solutions to a problem is initialized, usually at random. Starting with randomly generated individuals results in a spread of solutions ranging in fitness because they are scattered around the search–space. This is equal to sampling different regions of the search–space and provides the optimization process with a diverse set of ‘building blocks’. However, for the purpose of testing one may want to seed the initial population instead, for example with existing test cases. Seeding allows the optimization process to benefit from existing knowledge about the System Under Test (SUT).

Next, each individual in the population is evaluated by calculating its fitness via a fitness function. The principle idea of an Evolutionary Algorithm is that fit individuals survive over time and form even fitter individuals in future generations. This is an analogy to the ‘survival of the fittest’ concept in natural evolution. A selection strategy is responsible for implementing this behaviour. It selects pairs of individuals from the population for reproduction such that fitter individuals have a higher probability of being selected than less fit ones. Selected individuals are then recombined via a crossover operator. The aim of the crossover operator is to combine good parts from each parent individual to form even better offspring individuals (again analogous to biological reproduction).

After crossover, the resulting offspring individuals may be subjected to a mutation operator. Mutation aims to introduce new information into the gene pool of a population by making random changes to an individual. It is an important operator to prevent the optimization process from stagnation (i.e. crossover operations are not able to produce fitter individuals).

Once offspring individuals have been evaluated, the population is updated according to a re-insertion strategy. For example, one may choose to replace the entire population with the new offspring. More commonly however, only the worst members of a generation are replaced, ensuring fit individuals will always be carried across to the next generation.

An Evolutionary Algorithm iterates until a global optimum is reached (e.g. a test criterion has been satisfied), or another stopping condition is fulfilled. Evolutionary algorithms are generic and can be applied to a wide variety of optimization problems. In order to specialize an evolutionary algorithm for a specific problem, one only needs to define a problem-specific fitness function. For Evolutionary Testing, the fitness function must capture the properties of a test adequacy criterion.

III. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

An advantage of meta-heuristic algorithms is that they are widely applicable to problems that are infeasible for analytic approaches. All one has to do is come up with a representation for candidate solutions and an objective function to evaluate those solutions. Despite this flexibility, meta-heuristic algorithms are not a ‘golden hammer’ that can be applied to any (testing) problem. Finding a good representation for individuals and designing suitable fitness functions is a hard task and may prove impossible for some problems.

To help a tester overcome these challenges, there is a need for guidelines on what test techniques to use for different testing objectives, different levels of testing or different phases of system development. These guidelines need to extend to how these techniques contribute to the overall reliability and dependability of the SUT, and how efficient and usable their application is. Such guidelines barely exist for traditional testing techniques, and even less is known about SBT. **A good theoretical foundation is missing to tell us which problems can be solved using search–based testing, and for which it is unsuitable.** This problem is not unique to SBT but is experienced throughout the field of Search–Based Software Engineering.
Many search algorithms are available and it is not clear which is the best for a certain problem or fitness landscape. The choice is often made somewhat ad hoc, based on experience or by trying an arbitrary selection of algorithms. To tackle this problem Harman [19] called for a more concerted effort to characterise the difficulty of Software Engineering problems for which search already produced good results. Such characterisations will aid in selecting the most suitable search technique for a particular class of problems. Since Harman’s publication, researchers, leading amongst them Arcuri et al., have taken up this call and started to look at theoretical properties of SBT [3], [25], [4], [5].

However, because of the diversity and complexity of the field, empirical studies remain the main means of evaluating a SBT technique. Empirical studies, if well evaluated [6], thus play an essential part in laying the foundations for guidelines and hence need to be integrated in a general Test & Quality Assurance strategy. The result of these studies should be used to establish a central repository of examples that can act as a benchmarking suite for evaluation of new techniques (for functional as well as non-functional properties). A central benchmark would not only contribute to filling the knowledge gap identified by Harman [19], but it would also allow for much better development of experiments, by enabling a more thorough comparison of different testing techniques, search–based as well as others. It can further be used by the research community to gain insights into the strengths and weaknesses of each technique. This insight is invaluable for industry and enables them to make well-founded decisions on which tool or technique to apply.

Finally, theoretical foundations of SBT need to provide an assessment of the quality of the output produced by SBT. How good are the generated tests compared to tests derived using other techniques or developed manually by a tester? Most commonly random testing forms the baseline against which any new SBT technique is evaluated. This hardly seems sufficient in an industrial context. Furthermore, figures are needed to assess the reliability of the test results, given that SBT is based on stochastic algorithms. Such assessments are necessary to determine to which extent SBT could be used as a substitute for manual testing and to which extent as an addition to manual tests.

IV. SEARCH TECHNIQUE IMPROVEMENTS

Many approaches that look promising in the lab are inapplicable in the field, because they do not scale up. However, making a solution scalable is easier said than done. This section highlights some areas that may enable search–based techniques to scale up in practice.

A. Parallel computing

A great advantage of evolutionary computing is that it is naturally parallelizable. Fitness evaluations for individuals can easily be performed in parallel, with hardly any overhead. Search algorithms in general and SBT in particular therefore offer a ‘killer application’ for the emergent paradigm of ubiquitous user-level parallel computing. Grid-computing for example is the subject of a great number of EU–projects, so there is an opportunity to team up with these projects and apply the technologies developed in that area in SBT.

Another active research area is about achieving parallelization of evolutionary computation through General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit (GPGPU) cards. In the context of evolutionary computation, GPGPU cards are most commonly used to evolve (parts of) programs through Genetic Programming [47], [46], [18], [8], [38], [34]. Genetic Programming uses trees to represent a program (or part of it) and applies genetic operators such as crossover, mutation and selection to a population of trees. Since trees can grow large in size, and possibly have to be executed (interpreted) a number of times (to account for non-determinism) in order to obtain a fitness value, GP can be very computationally expensive. However, GPGPU cards have also been used to parallelize Particle Swarm Algorithms [15], Evolution Strategies [62], Genetic Algorithms [58], [51], [45], [37], [44] and multi-objective problems [59].

Despite the large body of work on evolutionary computation on GPGPU cards, more research is required to utilize GPGPU cards for SBT. Langdon et al. [35] have used GPGPU cards to optimize the search for higher order mutants in mutation testing. The goal of mutation testing is to evaluate the quality of a test suite by generating a set of mutant programs, where each mutant represents a possible fault in the program. A mutant is said to be killed if one or more test cases that pass on the original program, either fail for the mutant program, or produce a different output.

The intuition behind mutation testing is that the more mutants a test suite is able to kill, the better it is at finding real faults. Typically, a mutant program only contains a single change. The concept of higher order mutation testing is to introduce multiple changes into one mutant program, because it is argued that higher order mutants more closely represent real faults in software [23].

B. Combining search techniques

Another way of increasing efficiency is to combine different search techniques in the form of Memetic Algorithms. A study by Harman and McMinn [25] shows that a Memetic Algorithm, combining a global and local search, is better suited to generate branch adequate test data than either a global or local search on its own. Again, more research is needed to find out what combination of search techniques is best for which category of test objective.
Sometimes, a search technique may also be combined with a different testing technique. The work of Lakhotia et al. [24] combines different search techniques with Dynamic Symbolic Execution (DSE) [16], [49] to improve DSE in the presence of floating point computations. Inkumsah and Xie combined a Genetic Algorithm (GA) and DSE in a framework called Evacon [27] to improve branch adequate testing of object oriented code.

In both studies, the combination of different test data generation techniques outperforms a pure search–based or dynamic symbolic execution–based approach.

C. Multi-objective approaches

In many scenarios, a single-objective formulation of a test objective is unrealistic; testers will want to find test sets that meet several objectives simultaneously in order to maximize the value obtained from the inherently expensive process of running test cases and examining their output. An added benefit of multi-objective optimization is the insight a Pareto front can yield into the trade-offs between different objectives.

By targeting multiple test objectives at the same time, the value obtained from the expensive process of executing the SUT can be maximized. A case study by Harman et al. [24] shows promising results in this direction. The study investigates the performance of a multi-objective GA for the twin objectives of achieving branch coverage and maximizing dynamic memory allocation.

Besides the work by Harman et al.[24], the field of multi-objective testing has remained relatively unexplored. Regression testing, and in particular test suite minimization [61], are one of the few areas where multi-objective algorithms have been applied. The work mentioned in this sub-section on multi-objective testing suggests that search–based techniques are well suited for multi-objective testing tasks, but more research is needed to maximise their potential.

D. Static parameter tuning

Evolutionary Algorithms are a very powerful tool for many problems. However, to obtain the best performance it is crucial that their parameters are well-tuned in order to perform a particular task. This requires a level of expertise in the area of evolutionary computation. Unfortunately testers usually have very little knowledge in this field.

A solution would be that the testing tool automatically tunes its parameters. One approach is to tune parameters a priori, based on the characteristics of the SUT. These could be obtained, for example, from the tester, as a tester has a lot of knowledge about the SUT. In the case of white box testing this information can also stem from (static) analysis of the SUT.

E. Dynamic parameter tuning

A better approach is to let a search algorithm tune itself, based on how well it is proceeding. In this way the search can automatically adapt to a (possibly changing) fitness landscape. This approach seems very promising for search problems that have many different sub-goals or are very dynamic as in FI applications. Every sub-goal represents a new optimisation problem, thus, parameter settings that work well for one sub-goal, might not work well for others.

F. Testability transformations

A testability transformation [21] is a source-to-source program transformation that seeks to improve the performance of a previously chosen test data generation technique. For structural testing, it is possible to remove certain code constructs that cause problems for SBT by applying transformations. This approach is taken, for example, when removing flag variables. A flag variable is a boolean variable, and the flag problem deals with the situation where relatively few input values exist that make the flag adopt one of its two possible values. As a consequence, flag variables introduce large plateaus in the search space, effectively deteriorating a guided search into a random search.

A possible solution to the flag problem is to apply a testability transformation. Many different transformations have been suggested in the literature to deal with different types of flag variables; simple flags [22], function assigned flags [53] and loop-assigned flags [9].

Testability transformations have also been used to remove nesting of conditional statements from source code for the purpose of test data generation [40]. Nested predicates can have a similar effect on SBT to flag variables. If nested conditional statements are linked through a data dependency, the search is missing crucial information on how to satisfy the nested predicates. Eventually a search will be able to obtain this information, but at that point the required test data has been found. The lack of information available during the optimization process can again lead to plateaus in the fitness landscape.

G. Search space size reduction

Another way to improve efficiency of SBT is to use knowledge about the SUT to restrict the size of the search space. For example, knowledge on value ranges could be used to set parameters of the search, such as step size for variation of integers, doubles, etc. Another example is the seeding of test data with literals extracted from the program code. Such strategies could result in a very significant search space reduction and thus potential speed up of the testing process.

There are many ways to uncover information about a SUT. The models and specifications (on system, software, design or component level) could be analysed for information that can be used to improve the test or the search. Static analysis may be used to determine which input-variables are relevant to the search. Irrelevant variables can be left out, reducing the complexity of the input domain. The effect of input
domain reduction via irrelevant variable removal has been investigated by Harman et al. [20] on two commonly used search algorithms; the Alternating Variable Method, a form of hill climbing, and a Genetic Algorithm. A theoretical and empirical analysis shows that both test data generation methods benefit from a reduced search space.

The bounds of variables or the control flow are other examples of knowledge that can be used by a fitness function to guide the search. Abstract interpretation may be employed to provide equivalence partitions. Such a partition is a range of values for which the SUT behaves the same. During the search one needs to sample only a single element of the partition to cover the whole range, greatly reducing the search space.

H. Minimizing generated individuals

It is often assumed that a fitness evaluation is the most time consuming task of SBT. However, for time consuming functional testing of complex industrial systems, minimizing the number of generated individuals may also be highly desirable. This might be done using an assumption about the ‘potential’ of individuals in order to predict which individuals are likely to contribute to any future improvement. This prediction could be achieved by using information about similar individuals that have been executed in earlier generations.

I. Seeding of test data

Instead of starting with a completely random population, the search may be initialised using results from previous testing activities. This way the search can benefit from prior knowledge. Different strategies for seeding of test data are investigated by Arcuri et al. [7].

J. Other interesting questions

What can we learn about the system under test from the execution of a huge number of test data? Is testing the only thing or could we achieve results for other software engineering activities from that?

V. NEW TESTING OBJECTIVES

The bulk of previous work on SBT focuses on structural test objectives, such as branch coverage [20], [25], [28], [32], [41], [43], [54]. Although the topic of branch coverage is extensively researched, there are still many points for improvements:

- dealing with internal states
- dealing with predicates containing complex types, such as strings, dates, data structures and arrays.
- dealing with loops, especially data dependencies between values calculated in loops and used outside the loop.
- how to improve the calculation of the fitness function for combined conditions (logical and, logical or, etc.)

Besides these points, SBT may also be used to address new testing objectives, both structural as well as functional ones. Research is needed to develop an appropriate representation and fitness function for each new testing objective.

Below we describe a number of possible testing objectives. For some it is clear how to implement them, for others the required representations and fitness functions have not yet been designed and are thus open research topics.

A. Run-time error testing

Some examples of run-time errors are: integer overflow, division by zero, memory leaks. For testing run-time errors the objective is to find inputs that trigger such an error. It should be possible to tackle this area by extending the existing approaches for structural testing. For example to test for memory leaks the fitness function should favour test inputs on which the subject under test uses more memory. The work by Harman et al. [24] provides a starting point in this direction. Equally, the work by Tracey et al. [50] on exception testing provides a base on which to build.

B. Testing interactive systems

The test input for interactive systems is a sequence of user actions, such as keystrokes and mouse clicks. This is similar to GUI testing. A possible test criterion is the responsiveness of an application. In this case a fitness function should favour combinations of user actions that take a long time to complete. Another objective could be the coverage of different user actions in various combinations.

C. Integration testing

A system usually consists of a number of modules that are more or less independent from each other. These modules should of course be tested in isolation. However, there are also problems that only occur when integrating the different modules. What should the test goals and corresponding fitness functions be for applying SBT to integration tests?

D. Testing parallel, multi-threaded systems

Testing parallel, multi-threaded systems is hard, especially finding bugs that only occur with a certain interleaving of the processes or threads of the SUT. The need for testing becomes ever larger, systems get more and more complex and multi-processor computers are getting more common. An objective for testing such systems is trying to find deadlock or race conditions. The fitness function should somehow favour executions that are close to a deadlock or race condition. Open questions for this type of testing include the representation of individuals (corresponding to interleaving executions of the SUT) and how to measure the ‘closeness’ to a deadlock.

Again, a combination of different techniques might prove to be desirable. For example, Bohuslav et al. [30] use SBT to optimize the configuration of ConTest [14], a concurrency
testing tool for JAVA. Their work shows that SBT can help increase synchronisation coverage of code, and thus increase the chance of finding bugs that appear in commercial software due to errors in synchronisation of its concurrent threads.

VI. TOOL ENVIRONMENT/TESTING INFRASTRUCTURE

Despite a growing momentum of SBT research in academia, SBT is struggling to find any up-take in industry. One of the reasons is a lack of tooling available. The limited tools that are available are often research prototypes, focused on a subset of a particular programming language. Furthermore, problematic language constructs, such as variable length argument functions, pointers and complex data types (variable size arrays, recursive types such as lists, trees, and graphs) remain largely unsupported. Lakhotia et al. [31] made some progress towards this, but many more problems remain, some of which are listed in [32].

Central to any SBT technique is a well designed fitness function. Current tools require a tester to manually write code for a fitness function and integrate that function into the tool. In the research prototypes available, this is often not a straightforward task. Lindlar [36] introduces an approach that aims at simplifying the process of designing fitness functions for evolutionary functional testing in order to further increase acceptability by practitioners. The difficult task of designing a suitable fitness function could further be supported by using a wizard based approach.

Finally, non of the currently available SBT tools provide any visualization that might aid a tester. However, visualisation can provide a user with important insights. There are several aspects of visualisation:

1) Visualisation of testing progress, for example how much was tested, testing effort, test coverage, reliability figures.
2) Visualisation of search progress, e.g. how does the search perform, potential for better results when continuing, identify potentials for improving the search and fitness landscape.

Important questions include, which data is useful to a practitioner, and how to display this data in a concise manner? Displaying the amount of coverage for a small piece of code is easy, one can simply colour the covered code in the editor, or display a coloured control flow graph of the code. However, for a large system consisting of many lines of code, different techniques need to be developed. Further, visualising the fitness landscape is a challenge. It usually has many dimensions, making it hard to display concisely in 2-D.

VII. CONCLUSION

Search–Based Testing provides the basis on which the European Funded FITTEST project builds. The goal of the FITTEST project is to perform automated, continuous testing of Future Internet applications. Such testing places new demands on any automated testing technique. This paper has presented an overview of Search–Based Testing and discussed some of the open challenges remaining to make search–based techniques applicable to industry as well as the Future Internet. The aim is to encourage further research into these topics such that users of SBT (like the FITTEST project) may benefit from the results.
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